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Welcome to the third session of Legal
Information about Parenting in
Ontario.
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Session One

In session one, we talked about some
of age-based laws that exist in Ontario
for children and youth.
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Session Two

In the second session, we discussed
some of the basics of Ontario’s Child,
Youth and Family Services Act that are
important for caregivers to know.
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Session Three

In today’s session, we will be
discussing some things that you can
do if you have questions about how
the Child, Youth and Family Services
Act affects your responsibilities as a
caregiver, and where you can find
support.

This series is produced by The Family
Learning Project (FLP).
The Family Learning Project is a
partnership between the Social
Planning & Research Council of
Hamilton, Immigrants Working Centre,
and Legal Aid Ontario (Central West
District).
It is funded through The Law
Foundation of Ontario’s Access to
Justice Fund. Though financially
supported by The Law Foundation of
Ontario, The Social Planning &
Research Council of Hamilton is solely
responsible for all content.
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A reminder that these sessions offer
legal information, not legal advice. If
you want a refresher on the difference
between these two terms, you can
take a look at the session two, where
we have a more in-depth discussion.
If you have specific questions about
your situation, you should speak with
a lawyer who has specific expertise in
that area of law.
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As we discussed in session two, a
reminder that discussions and
questions about child protection may
not be confidential. This is because
something called the Duty to Report
applies to everyone in Ontario, and
that this responsibility is enhanced for
professionals that work with children,
such as teachers, childcare workers,
community workers, and doctors.
While a lawyer has a duty to report,
they must do so only so far as to
ensure the protection of the child.
So, if you are listening to this session
with a service provider or other folks
in the room, we encourage you to
build community however that’s
comfortable to you, but just keep in
mind that questions and examples
about child protection concerns and
questions might not be kept
confidential, and that’s a limit to this
material.
--With information from:

Ontario’s Child, Youth and Family
Services Act, 2017, Part V, 125 (1) –
(11)
Legal Aid Ontario (Central West
District)
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Also, because we’re talking about
processes involved with child
protection and children’s aid, we will
inherently discuss or hint at topics that
might be triggering or sensitive,
including child protection, intimate
partner violence, and the physical,
sexual, and emotional harm and abuse
of children.
So, please feel free to pause the video
or take whenever you need to.
If you feel like you need support at any
time, there are some contact numbers
listed in in the description under the
heading “Need Help Right Now”?
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Session Three

Let’s begin today’s session.

After learning about Ontario’s Child,
Youth and Family Services Act and
some categories of harm and risk of
likely harm as applied in the Ontario
Child Welfare Eligibility Spectrum, you
may have many questions, including:
- Are my living conditions considered
to be safe for my children?
- Am I disciplining my child in a way
that causes harm or risk of likely
harm?
- Is my child being properly
supervised?
- Is my child getting enough to eat
and drink?
- And is my child getting medical care
and dental care when they need it?
We will now talk about four steps you
can take if you find yourself faced with
these, or similar questions.
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The first step is that you can be aware
of what the CYFSA says about harm
and risk of likely harm. If you need a
refresher on this, you can take a look
at session two in this series.
The second step is that you can think
about the actions you take and don’t
take as a parent.
The third step is that you can connect
to support.
The fourth step is that you can be
aware of your legal rights.
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Let’s move through an example. Let’s
say you have the question, “are my
living conditions considered to be safe
for my children?”
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Step one is to be aware of what the
CYFSA says about harm/risk of harm
Recall that based in Ontario’s Child,
Youth and Family Services Act (CYFSA)
it is a caregiver’s responsibility to
make sure that their child has not
been harmed and is not at risk of likely
harm because of an action that they
have taken, or an omission (a lack of
action). Recall from session two that
one of the categories of a caregiver’s
lack of action (omission) is neglect of a
child’s basic physical needs, which can
include the neglect of a safe living
condition for the child.
In this case, then, having a broken
window with glass all over the floor
may be classified as an omission that
could cause harm or risk of likely harm
to a child.
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Step two is to Think about the actions
you take and don’t take as a parent.
When thinking about the question
“are my living conditions safe for my
children?”, think to yourself about the
actions that you take as a parent. Are
there any actions you are taking that
are making the living condition unsafe
for your child?
Are there omissions (lack of action),
such as not ensuring that broken
windows are repaired, which are
making the living condition unsafe for
your child?
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Step three is to connect with support
when you need to.
If there are areas that you identify that
you need support in, or if you are not
sure if you need support, there are
three main categories in which you
can get further information:
•
•
•

Legal information
Legal Advice
Community Support

Recall that legal information is general
information that will help you
understand what the law says, identify
when you might have a legal issue,
what your rights are, and where you
can get more help.
Legal information is NOT specific to
your situation—if you have specific
concerns about your situation, you will
need to get legal advice (we will talk
about where you can access legal
advice in a bit).
We will begin by talking about a few
places where you can find legal
information.
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You can access legal information
online at www.OneFamilyLaw.ca.
Though it is called Family Law
Education for Women, it still can be
helpful for general legal information
that applies in Ontario.
FLEW offers legal information in
different languages, including English,
French, Arabic, Chinese (traditional
and simplified), Farsi, Korean, Punjabi,
Russian, Somali, Spanish, Tamil, Urdu,
and American Sign Language.
There are also a variety of legal topics
covered beyond child protection, such
as marriage and divorce.
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Another place that you can access
legal information online is
www.StepsToJustice.ca.
This site is run by Community Legal
Education Ontario (CLEO) and provides
legal information in English and French
about a variety of topics, including
family law.
On this site, you can type your
question into the search bar, and it will
bring up information that it thinks is
relevant. There is also a live chat
feature, where you can message
someone who works at CLEO, and the
worker will try and connect you with
relevant legal information (NOT legal
advice).
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You can also get legal information in
person at the Family Law Information
Centre, which is located within Family
Court at 55 Main Street West,
Hamilton. You can check online to find
the hours of operation.
The Family Law Information Centre
includes an Information and Referral
Coordinator to provide referrals to
community programs.
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This is another view of Family Court
located at 55 Main Street West,
Hamilton.
Now, we have spoken about places
that you can find legal information. If
you have questions or concerns about
your specific situation, you need legal
advice, which can only be provided by
a legal professional. Within family law,
this legal professional is a lawyer (not
paralegal or legal community worker).
The Family Law Information Centre
within Family Court is also a place
where you can speak to a lawyer and
potentially get legal advice on family
law if you are legally and financially
eligible
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You may also be able to get legal
advice and/or representation from
Legal Aid Ontario.
If you are legally and financially
eligible, Legal Aid Ontario may be able
to provide you with a certificate for
advice/representation if you are being
called to court by the CAS. In some
cases, they may be able to provide you
with a certificate for
advice/representation for matters
before they go to court.
You must be financially eligible to
receive assistance from Legal Aid. To
apply:
 Call 1-800-668-8258
 Provide your financial information
(such as paystubs, social assistance
stubs, and Employment Insurance
Statements). But don’t delay in
applying if you don’t have these
statements available.
 Legal Aid Ontario will decide if it
will provide you with a certificate
for legal advice and/or
representation
You can call Monday through 8am5pm. On the phone, there are
translators available in 300 languages.
There is also a call-back option where
you can leave your number and be
called back by a representative.
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There are other areas of law, aside
from family law, that LAO also assists
with. These areas include criminal law
and immigration and refugee law. In
addition, among other areas, LAO also
has special provisions for the areas of
domestic violence and mental health
initiatives. Provided clients are legally
and financially eligible for these
services, a client can apply for a Legal
Aid certificate following the steps on
the previous slide.
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Another place that you may be able to
get legal advice is the Hamilton
Community Legal Clinic.
The Hamilton Community Legal Clinic
covers area of law such as tenant
rights, the Ontario Disability Support
Program (ODSP), Ontario Works (OW),
Mental Health and Addiction Support,
Canada Pension Plan (CPP), and
Employment Insurance (EI).
You can find the Hamilton Community
Legal Clinic at 100 Main Street East in
Hamilton, on the second floor. You can
contact them by phone at
905.527.4572.
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Legal issues often overlap with other
issues, such as finding and maintaining
housing, finding adequate childcare,
accessing food and clothing banks,
and finding employment.
There are many places in Hamilton
that you can contact for community
support, including your caseworker, if
you currently have one.
Another good place to start is by
calling 2-1-1 on your phone. There are
interpreters available in over 150
languages over the phone. When you
call, you will be connected with a
trained professional who can help you
navigate the different systems of
support available.
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Another place you can find community
support is online at The Food Access
Guide, at www.FoodAccessGuide.ca
The Food Access Guide lists places in
Hamilton, Ontario where you receive
free or low-cost food.
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Okay, let’s return back to our question:
Are my living conditions safe for my
children? We’ve moved through steps
1-3. Now, let’s look at step 4: be aware
of your legal rights.
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If a child protection agency becomes
involved with your family, some things
you can do are:
 Speak to a lawyer before signing
any documents.
 Call LAO at 1-800-668-8258 to see if
you qualify for a lawyer. Even if you
do not qualify for a lawyer through
LAO, you can get a referral to a
different service for legal advice.
 If you are First Nation, Métis or
Inuit, ask about specific sections of
the Child, Youth and Family Services
Act and Legal Aid services that
apply to you and your family.
 Ask for a mediator or alternative
dispute resolution service to help
you work out an out-of-court
agreement.
 In some cases, LAO may be able to
help keep the matter outside of
court by providing you with a
lawyer to help negotiate customary
care agreements, special needs
agreements, temporary care
agreements or facilitate
participation in an Aboriginal
alternative dispute resolution

process such as Talking Together or
Talking Circles.
 New legislation: there are special
provisions relating to Indigenous
children that provide for expanded
powers of Indigenous communities.
Bill C-92 affirms the right of
comminutes to enforce their own
rules around child and family
services. It also shifts the focus of
those services to preventing the
removal of children from their
families and communities.
--With information from:
Legal Aid Ontario, Has Children’s Aid
contacted you? (fact sheet):
https://www.legalaid.on.ca/document
s/has-childrens-aid-contacted-you/
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We’ve now completed an example of
four steps you can take if you have
questions about how the Child, Youth
and Family Services Act may affect
your life.
We’ll now talk about some frequently
asked questions based on the material
we discussed today.
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What are some things I can do if I’m
contacted by the Children’s Aid
Society?
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Some things that you can do if you’re
contacted by the Children’s Aid Society
are:
 Stay calm
 Remember that it is the legal
responsibility of the CAS to follow
up on reports
 If English is not the language you
feel most comfortable speaking, let
the worker know that you need a
translator
 Politely ask to know the worker's
name and phone number, and to
have a copy of their business card
 Take some notes during the
meeting and afterward
 Remember your legal rights
--With information from:
Community Legal Education Ontario
(CLEO):
https://stepstojustice.ca/questions/fa
mily-law/what-if-cas-wants-talk-meor-my-child
Legal Aid Ontario (Hamilton-Kitchener
District Office)

One Vision One Voice, Navigating the
Child Welfare System: A Guide for
Ontario’s Black Community (2019):
http://www.oacas.org/wpcontent/uploads/2019/03/OVOVNavigating-the-Child-WelfareSystem.pdf
The Catholic Children’s Aid Society of
Hamilton (in person consultations,
2019)
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Many caregivers also note that the
CYFSA lists things that they cannot do,
including in the realms of disciplining
children.
A common question that caregivers
have is: What can I do to discipline my
children?
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There is no universal answer to this
question, as what works best will be
dependent on your family.
Some recommendations from the
Canadian Paediatric Society include:
 Using logical consequences
 Encouraging problem-solving
 Enforcing rules firmly, respectfully,
and kindly
 Being consistent

You can take a look at
www.caringforkids.cps.ca to access
information about positive discipline
from Canada’s paediatricians.
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You can also look at resources created
by Care For Newcomer Children (CNC)
on topics, including:
 10 tips for stopping aggression
 Guiding your child’s behaviour
 When your chid has nightmares
These topics are available in 16
different languages.
--With information from:
Care For Newcomer Children (CNC):
https://cmascanada.ca/2018/05/18/n
ewcomer-parent-resource-seriesavailable-in-14-languages/
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You may want to sit down with your
family about what will work for you
together. You can ask yourself:
 What are some forms of discipline
that we cannot use because they
cause harm and/or risk of harm as
outlined in the CYFSA?
 What are some forms of discipline
that might be potential alternatives
for us?
There are also free parenting
workshops available through
McMaster Children’s Hospital. You can
call 905-521-2100 ext. 74147 to learn
more.
If needed, you may need to bring
someone with you who is able to
interpret for you.
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Another common question that many
parents have is: Is spanking legal?
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Spanking is only legal in very specific
contexts.
The Canadian Paediatric Society and
some Children’s Aid Societies do not
recommend spanking at all.
This is partially because when used
outside of the strict parameters, it
may be considered to cause physical
and perhaps emotional harm.
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Another common question is: Do laws
in Canada only protect children
against abuse?
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The answer is that under the Criminal
Code, most acts of family violence are
crimes in Canada. This protects not
only children but adults as well.
Criminal offenses under the Criminal
Code include, for example:
Assault, which includes if someone
applies force, or threatens/attempts
to, apply force to another person. It
also includes sexual assault.
Criminal harassment, or stalking,
making threats, and making harassing
phone calls.

Cruelty toward animals can also be an
offense under the Criminal Code.
These are only some examples of
offenses under the Criminal Code.
--With information from:
Federal Department of Justice:
https://www.justice.gc.ca/eng/cjjp/fv-vf/laws-lois.html
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Here are some resources you can
contact if you or someone you know is
experiencing family-based and/or
gender-based violence.
Just a note to remember that
questions or discussions about a child
who has been harmed or might be at
risk of harm will likely not be kept
confidential.
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This concludes our third and final
session in the series Legal Information
about Parenting in Ontario.
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Session One

As a recap, in session one we talked
about some of Ontario’s age-based
laws.
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Session Two

In session two, we discussed some
basic concepts within Ontario’s Child,
Youth and Family Services Act that are
important for caregivers to know.
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Session Three

Finally, in today’s session, we talked
about some things that you can do if
you have questions, and some places
you can find legal and community
support.
Remember if you feel like you need
immediate support, you can take a
look at the resources listed under the
“Need help now” heading.
We hope that you found these three
sessions useful. Thanks for tuning in.
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If you want to access more legal
information, you can check out Legal
Information for Everyone: the LIFE
podcast. This podcast was created by
the Family Learning Project and the
Tools for Tenant Rights Project, both of
which are legal information projects
based at the Social Planning &
Research Council in Hamilton, Ontario.
You can access it
thelifepodcast.simplecast.com. It’s
also available on Spotify, Apple
Podcasts, and Google Podcasts. The
blog is available at
thelifepodcast.wixsite.com/Hamilton.

